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Cavitation effects play an important role in the UNDEX loading of a structure. For farfield UNDEX, the structural loading is affected by formation of local and bulk cavitation
regions, and a pressure pulse resulting from the closure of the cavitation region. A common
approach to numerically modeling cavitation in far-field underwater explosions is using
Cavitating Acoustic Finite Elements (CAFE) and more recently Cavitating Acoustic
Spectral Elements (CASE). Treatment of cavitation in this manner causes spurious
pressure oscillations which must be treated by a numerical damping scheme. The focus of
this paper is to investigate a new method, based on the original Boris and Book FluxCorrected Transport algorithm [1], to limit oscillations without the energy loss associated
with the current damping scheme.

Introduction and Background
For the past 20 years the finite element method (FEM) has been frequently used to model far-field
underwater explosion (UNDEX) phenomena. A far-field underwater explosion is defined here as an UNDEX where
the charge is located a significant distance away from the structure such that effects from the explosive gas bubble
are negligible and any structural deformation is elastic. Far-field underwater explosions are of practical interest
because they are the type of UDNEX used in Navy ship shock trials (see e.g., [2]). The ultimate goal of applying
FEM to far-field UNDEX problems is to accurately simulate full scale ship shock trials to aid in the design of new
naval ships.
A FE model of far-field UNDEX generally consists of a structure domain, a modeled fluid domain, and a
fluid boundary which is treated as a non-reflecting boundary. The fluid model must treat three UNDEX phenomena:
the incident shock wave, cavitation, and the resulting fluid-structure interaction. The incident shock wave is a step
exponential wave that results from the explosion. It is important to note that a far-field FE model does not include
the charge. Instead the incident shock wave is initialized inside the fluid mesh via the initial conditions. Cavitation
results from the pressure in the surrounding water dropping below its vapor pressure due to the displacement of the
ship structure (local cavitation) or the tensile shock wave reflected from the free surface (bulk cavitation).
Both the incident shock wave and the cavitation region present computational difficulties in far-field
UNDEX finite element models. The incident shock wave is a discontinuous wave, making distortion of the wave
front and loss of pressure magnitude a concern. Cavitation creates a material discontinuity in the fluid and causes a
secondary shock loading upon closure. The formation of the cavitation region is also affected by dissipation of the
reflected shock wave. Distortion and dissipation of the incident, reflected, and cavitation closure shock waves as
well as the discontinuous nature of cavitation create the need for FE models of far-field UNDEX to have highly
refined meshes for accurate solutions.
The need for a highly refined mesh in far-field UNDEX FE models is a major obstacle in the ability to
accurately simulate ship shock trials creates because a far-field UNDEX model requires a substantial amount of
fluid to be modeled, especially in a full scale three-dimensional problem. In these types of problems the size
requirement of the fluid model coupled with the refinement cause the computational effort to be extreme.
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The size requirements of the fluid domain and the far-field fluid/structural assumptions have made treating
the fluid as an acoustic fluid with scalar unknowns a popular choice in far-field UNDEX FE models. An acoustic
fluid is one in which disturbances in the fluid propagate rapidly and are linearizable, even if the constitutive
behavior (i.e., cavitation phenomena) of the fluid is non-linear [3]. Such a treatment is valid in the far-field
problem, because shock and cavitation loading are early time events, occurring on the order of micro-seconds.
Because of the short time duration of these events, the ship as whole does not exhibit a global response to the
loading. Furthermore the effects of the gas bubble and hull rupture, two phenomena that cause large fluid
displacements, are neglected. Thus the far-field problem is of short duration and the global fluid displacement is
small, which satisfy conditions for acoustic treatment given in [4].
Cavitating Acoustic Finite Elements
Newton [5,6] developed one of the first FEM cavitation models using the displacement potential
formulation of the acoustic wave equation. In his cavitation model a bilinear constitutive equation is used to treat the
cavitation region as a homogenous single phase region of constant total pressure equal to the vapor pressure of
water. In most models the vapor pressure of water is taken to be 0 Pa because the large difference between the
magnitude of vapor pressure, ~103 Pa, and hydrostatic pressure, ~105 Pa, negates any effect of using the actual vapor
pressure in the cavitation region.
This type of cavitation model is a one-fluid, cut-off cavitation model. One-fluid refers to the single
governing equation used to model two separate phases of the fluid. The advantage of a one-fluid model is
computational savings, especially in large scale problems, over a two-fluid model which requires multiple fluid
equations to be solved.
Cut-off refers to the method by which the cavitation model forces the total pressure of the fluid to be the
vapor pressure of water once the cavitation criteria is met. The disadvantage of cut-off treatment is that the phase
transition between water and vapor is not explicitly considered. However, in large scale problems, such as a far-field
UDNEX, cut-off models have performed almost identically to cavitation models that include phase transition [7,8]
Newton’s cavitation model was used by Zienkiewicz, Paul, and Hinton [9] to study cavitation effects on
dam loading. In their model an unconditionally stable implicit time integration scheme was introduced, with an
iterative check for cavitation. Felippa and DeRuntz [3,10] latter used Newton’s cavitation model in the development
of the Cavitating Fluid Analyzer (CFA) code. The CFA code extended Newton’s model to three dimensions,
incorporated a conditionally stable staggered central difference time integration scheme, a node-by-node (noniterative) check for cavitation, and coupled the fluid boundary to the boundary element code USA to act as a nonreflecting boundary. This approach has been incorporated into the commercial FEM code LS-DYNA [11] and has
been used by many researchers in far-field UNDEX modeling applications [2,11-14]. The common name for the
approach created by Felippa and DeRuntz is the cavitating acoustic finite element (CAFE) approach.
There are several aspects of the CAFE approach that limit its effectiveness, especially for large scale
problems. The first deficiency in the CAFE approach is the use of linear (1D), bi-linear (2D), or tri-linear (3D)
elements in the fluid mesh. Because low order elements are used, CAFE fluid meshes are highly dispersive [15,16].
This makes the CAFE approach highly susceptible to the mesh refinement needs discussed in the previous section.
Such a high level of CAFE mesh refinement is often not feasible for full ship far-field UNDEX models.
Another deficiency of the CAFE approach is that one-to-one nodal coupling is required at every point on
the fluid structure interface. The one-to-one coupling requirement makes it extremely difficult to couple a complex
structure to the fluid. In addition to this, one-to-one coupling requires that any mesh refinement in the fluid must
also be carried out on the structural elements on the fluid-structure interface [16]. Such structural refinements are
not necessary and cause an increase in the critical time step of the model because of the difference in material sound
speed (with most solids being much greater than water).
Cavitating Acoustic Spectral Elements
To address the highly dispersive nature of the CAFE approach Sprague and Geers employed higher order
spectral elements (SE) to discretize the governing CAFE equations [15-17]. They called their new approach
Cavitating Acoustic Spectral Elements (CASE).
Spectral elements are a combination of spectral methods and FEM. Spectral methods use high order basis
functions derived from orthogonal polynomials to reduce interpolation error at the integration points or nodes.
Typically either Chebyshev or Legendre polynomials are used for the orthogonal polynomials that make up the basis
functions in the spectral element method (SEM). Sprague and Geers preferred Legendre polynomials because of
their superior performance in wave propagation problems [16] and used Gauss-Lobatto-Legendre (GLL) quadrature
for the node/interpolation points.
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These high order spectral basis functions are generally less dispersive than low order basis functions and
can exhibit exponential convergence for problems with smooth solutions [18]. When combined with FEM, the
spectral basis functions are applied to each element using a sub-parametric mapping, rather than the entire domain.
The result is a method that retains the geometric flexibility of FEM and the high order accuracy of spectral methods
[16].
The application of spectral elements in the CASE approach improves the dispersion and super refinement
issues encountered in the CAFE approach. The result is a savings in required degrees of freedom, which in turn
reduces total operations and memory storage. Sprague and Geers also incorporated a constant-interpolation
coupling [19] algorithm to couple the fluid to the structure and field separation. The coupling algorithm removes the
need for one-to-one nodal coupling along the fluid-structure interface, making coupling complex structures to the
fluid easier and also allowing the fluid mesh to be refined separately from the structural mesh [16].
Another addition to the CASE approach used by Sprague and Geers was field separation. Field separation
separates the fluid into a known incident field (the incident shock wave) and the unknown scattered field (the
reflected shock and cavitation region) which are combined, via superposition, to obtain the total field. The
advantage of field separation is that the incident shock wave can be propagated thorough the mesh without being
distorted.
Despite the advantages of the CASE approach there are deficiencies that limit its effectiveness in certain
problems. One disadvantage is that spectral elements produce larger maximum mesh eigenvalues and therefore
require smaller critical time steps for explicit time integration. An important implication of the reduced critical time
step is that when compared to a CAFE model with the same number of total degrees of freedom a CASE model is
more computationally expensive.
The most significant disadvantage of the CASE approach is the tendency of spectral elements to increase
spurious oscillations in problems with discontinuities. Spurious oscillations due to cavitation formation in the
CAFE approach were initially discussed by Newton [5]. Newton observed that isolated regions of cavitation fluid
can appear within the pressurized fluid. He termed this phenomena “frothing”. We have observed that frothing
occurs in the pressurized fluid that exists between the upper cavitation boundary and the structure/free surface. The
absence of frothing does not mean oscillations have been sufficiently damped, only that the magnitude of the
oscillations has not reached the cavitation cut-off condition. These oscillations are unique to cavitation problems
because they form from a combination of discontinuous wave propagation (the reflected wave front), a material
discontinuity in the fluid (cavitation region boundaries), and the application of the cavitation model itself. Spurious
cavitation oscillations are worse in the CASE approach than in CAFE because spectral methods incur larger Gibbs
phenomenon errors [20] in regions of discontinuity such as the discontinuous wave and the material discontinuity in
a cavitation region.
Sprague and Geers used [21] and [22] to argue that information pertinent to the solution are contained in
these oscillations, and are therefore acceptable. Giannakouros and Karniadakis [22] explain that despite large
amplitude oscillations in the domain, the propagating discontinuity moves at the correct speed. They showed this
implied information is contained in the oscillations and therefore, spectral schemes must retain more information.
This holds true for oscillations that arise from shock wave propagation, which we have found are well smoothed by
the artificial damping scheme used in CASE. However, spurious oscillations that result from formation of the
cavitation region are different in nature from oscillations that arise from shock propagation. Furthermore, cavitation
oscillations are often much more problematic than spurious oscillations that result from discontinuous wave
propagation and are not well smoothed by the CASE damping scheme. Therefore, we believe while information
may be contained in spurious cavitation oscillations, their presence degrades the accuracy of model because they
have a much larger affect than oscillations that arise from shock propagation.
An Overview of Flux-Corrected Transport
Given the advantages and disadvantages of both the CAFE and CASE approaches we seek a new approach
that combines the less diffusive nature of CASE with the less oscillatory nature and reduced computational expense
of CAFE. To accomplish this we use a finite element flux-corrected transport (FE-FCT) method proposed by Xiao
[23] for structured grids. The flux-corrected transport method was developed by Boris and Book [1,24,25] to predict
smooth finite difference solutions to one-dimensional shock problems in compressible fluids governed by the
continuity and/or Euler equations. In general a flux corrected transport algorithm consists of a transported diffusion
stage and an anti-diffusion stage. The transported diffusion stage advances the solution in time and gives a smooth
or diffused solution. The anti-diffusion stage seeks to correct the numerical errors introduced by the diffused
solution by correcting or limiting the anti-diffusive fluxes. Flux correction or limitation allows anti-diffusion to be
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implemented without allowing existing oscillations to grow or causing new oscillations [1], thus it is a crucial part of
the FCT method.
Zalesak [26,27] extended flux limitation and FCT to a general multidimensional form by using the
combination of a high and low order numerical scheme. The low order scheme, like the diffusion stage of the
original algorithm, gives a smooth solution in regions of discontinuity. The high order scheme gives a more
accurate solution in smooth regions of the solution. The FCT algorithm developed by Zalesak has been applied to
many problems involving shocks in fluids. Similar FCT algorithms have been developed FEM [28,29] and even
SEM [20,22].
For far-field UNDEX problems the FE-FCT algorithm introduced by Xiao is ideal because it does not
require the combination of a high and low order scheme. Use of a high and low order scheme would be too
computationally expensive for full scale far-field UNDEX problems. FE-FCT is a well suited method for
application to CAFE like methods because it both smoothes the solution, which is needed to capture cavitation, and
restores accuracy, which is need to capture the initial and reflected shock wave. Another beneficial attribute of FEFCT algorithms for UNDEX applications is that they are typically less diffusive than artificial damping schemes.
This is important for CAFE/CASE methods because the amount of artificial damping needed to adequately smooth
cavitation oscillations often over damps the energy associated with shock wave propagation.
Xiao’s FE-FCT Algorithm
A general representation of the FCT algorithm devised by Boris and Book [1] for finite difference methods
and extended to the finite element method by Xiao [23] is given below. Following Xiao’s routine, let ψ be a
function of time and space in one-dimension. The value of at time step n+1 and location x (represented by nodal
index j) is written as,
,∆ ,∆ ,
(1)
a function of the value of
at time step n, time step Δt, and element length Δh. Xiao’s FE-FCT algorithm consists
of the following steps:
Algorithm 1 [23]:
1. Compute transported solution. In Xiao’s FE-FCT method the transported solution is obtained by the trial
at time step n+1:
values of
(2)
,∆ ,∆ .
2. Compute the diffusive fluxes:
,
(3)
where is the diffusion coefficient.
3.
4.

Compute the transported diffused solution:
.

5.

(4)

Compute the anti-diffusive fluxes:
,
where

6.
7.

Limit/correct the anti-diffusive fluxes:
·
where Δ

8.
9.

(5)

is the anti-diffusion coefficient.

0,

and

·Δ

,

, ·Δ

,

(6)

.

Apply the corrected anti-diffusive fluxes to the solution:
.

(7)

To apply Xiao’s FE-FCT algorithm to a CAFE/CASE far-field UNDEX model, we must slightly modify
our approach to modeling the fluid. CAFE and CASE are both governed by the displacement potential form of the
acoustic wave equation (AWE). In this form the governing equation for a cavitating fluid is expressed as a relation
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between condensation (volumetric strain) and the Laplacian of displacement potential. The pressure form of the
AWE for a cavitating fluid, which is a relation between the second time derivative of pressure and the Laplacian of
pressure, is better suited for Xiao’s FE-FCT method because it retains the time derivative term in the AWE. Thus
we apply Xiao’s FE-FCT method to the pressure form of the AWE rather than the displacement potential used in the
CAFE/CASE approach.
Governing Fluid Equations
The pressure form of the AWE is obtained by first assuming that the reference density of the fluid, , is
constant and that fluctuations between the density, , and remain small. This allows the continuity equation with
velocity field ,
·
(8)
0,
to be written in terms of condensation,

1 ,
·

0,

(9)

for | | 1. If we neglect body forces, viscosity, and convective acceleration terms, then conservation of
momentum for the acoustic fluid becomes Euler’s equation
0,

(10)

where p is the dynamic pressure. By taking the first time derivative of eq. (9) and the divergence of eq. (10) we
, can be canceled between them. This
obtain two new equations that when related to each other the term, ·
procedure yields the relation
0,

(11)

where c is the speed of sound in the acoustic fluid. Using an adiabatic equation of state for the acoustic fluid (see
e.g., [30]),
,
(12)
we obtain the pressure form of the acoustic wave equation
0.

(14)

In 2001 Nimmagadda and Cipolla [31] derived a cavitation model for eq. (14). This cavitation model
coupled with the pressure form of the AWE are used in the commercial finite element code ABAQUS [32].
Nimmagadda and Cipolla defined a “pseudo pressure” as the material state variable instead of condensation (as in
CAFE/CASE). Following their approach, the pseudo pressure is given by
·

,

(15)

where is the fluid displacement field. Following a similar procedure to that used to obtain eq. (11) the cavitating
form of eq. (14) becomes
0.

(16)

The equation of state for p is now determined by the cavitation model
max

,

,

(17)

where
is the hydrostatic pressure. Note that the cavitation model in eq. (17) is a one-fluid cut-off model that
satisfies the condition that the total pressure (
) in the cavitation region is zero.
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Finite Element Formulation
We discretize the governing fluid equation eq. (16) using the Galerkin approach. Pre-multiplying eq. (16)
by test function and integrating over the fluid domain Ω gives
Ω

Ω

0.

(18)

Applying Green’s first identity to eq. (18) yields the weak form of the governing equation
Ω

Ω

Ω

·

Ω

·

Γ,

(19)

where Γ denotes the fluid boundary in domain Ω and is the outward pointing normal vector on Γ. We approximate
the pseudo pressure, dynamic pressure, and test function in eq. (19) using piecewise linear basis functions, which
gives the matrix equation
,
(20)
where is the capacitance matrix, is the reactance matrix, and is the fluid force vector. The integrals in eq.
(19) are found using Gauss-Lobatto-Legendre quadrature. A critical aspect of Xiao’s FE-FCT scheme is that the
algorithm corrects each corrected variable separately. This implies that each corrected variable must be
independent, which makes the FE-FCT scheme explicit. Therefore, the capacitance matrix must be lumped. This
is done using the row-sum technique.
Boundary Conditions
For far-field UNDEX there are three main types of boundaries that are applied to eq. (19): known pressure,
fluid-structure interaction, and non-reflecting boundaries (NRBC). Known pressure boundaries are boundaries
where is known for all time. A key known pressure boundary for far-field UNDEX is the fluid free surface
boundary condition [4]
0.
(21)
On fluid-structure interaction boundaries we assume that the fluid and structure have the same
displacements and for now we also take the fluid and structure nodes on the fluid-structure boundary to be
coincident. Recall that this is the approach taken in the original CAFE method. The fluid-structure interaction
boundary condition for eq. (19) is
·
,
(22)
is the normal vector on the fluid-structure boundary pointing into the fluid in direction and
is the
where
structural acceleration field on the fluid-structure boundary. This boundary condition is used to determine the fluid
force vector .
Non-reflecting boundaries allow the modeled fluid domain, which is finite, to be treated numerically as an
infinite domain [33]. Such treatment is necessary for far-field UNDEX problems because physically the fluid region
it is part of a large body of water [34]. For this work we apply the Somerfeld NRBC [33] given in eq. (23), which is
exact for one-dimensional plane waves.
.
(23)
Application of eq. (23) to eq. (19) yields a new matrix equation
,

(24)

, only on NRBC boundary nodes [33]. While
where is a diagonal “damping” matrix that has non-zero terms,
the Somerfeld NRBC, eq. (23), is easy to implement and works well in one-dimension, more complex NRBCs are
required for accurate solutions to more realistic UNDEX problems. Sprague and Geers used the curved wave
approximation [16] which is also implemented in ABAQUS [32]. Felippa and DeRuntz used the doubly asymptotic
approximation (DAA) [10,35] for the CAFE method. The DAA allows for the added mass effects of the infinite
fluid to be accounted for.
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Application of FE-FCT Algorithm to the Acoustic Wave Equation
We now apply Xiao’s FE-FCT algorithm to the cavitating acoustic formulation given in discretized form by
eqs. (19) and (24) and subject to the boundary conditions described above. Following [23], we begin by re-writing
eq. (24) as the following differential equation
,

,

(25)

where i is a nodal index. Note the following application is for a one-dimensional problem but it can also be applied
to a multidimensional problem where the discontinuous wave is a plane wave. In this case , would be corrected
in the direction of wave propagation only. Further extension of this algorithm to multiple dimensions for general
cases is provided in [23] and [36].
In the following equations n is the time step number and i is a nodal index:
Algorithm 2:
1. Compute the nodal forces:
,
(26)
.
2.

Compute the trial

:
,

3.

,

.

,

,

0,

,

,

·Δ

and

(31)

,

, ·Δ

,

(32)

.

Apply the corrected anti-diffusive fluxes to the solution:
.

,

,

(33)

Update pseudo pressure (eq. (34)) and check for cavitation using eq. (17) on each node:
∆

9.

(30)

Limit/correct the anti-diffusive fluxes:

where Δ

8.

(29)

Compute the anti-diffusive fluxes:

·

7.

,

,

,

6.

(28)

Compute the transported diffused solution:
,

5.

∆ .

Compute the diffusive fluxes:
,

4.

(27)

.

(34)

Apply know pressure boundary conditions and advance to next time step.

The diffusive, , and anti-diffusive, , coefficients are constants, chosen to suit a particular problem or
1/8 [1,25] as the optimal choice of coefficients for Algorithm 2. These
algorithm. Boris and Book gave
same coefficients were also used by Xiao. While there are no strict rules for choosing the coefficients, in general,
, to prevent the growth of new oscillations in the anti-diffusion stage. For the anti-diffusion stage to fully
. This last requirement is problematic for cavitation
correct the errors introduced in the diffusion stage,
problems. In order to ensure a smooth solution after the anti-diffusion stage, the diffusion stage must remove all
oscillations [27]. Because spurious oscillations are inherent to our cavitation scheme, we cannot ensure that the
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diffusion stage adequately smoothes the solution. Therefore, for a cavitation problem the solution will retain
oscillations after the anti-diffusion stage as the flux limiter. Equation (32) no longer guarantees the formation of new
oscillations or the non-growth of existing oscillations.
.
A solution to this problem is to not fully correct the solution in the anti-diffusion stage by taking,
The effect of this is to over diffuse the solution to smooth cavitation oscillations, as in the CAFE/CASE method. By
adding some anti-diffusion to the solution we hope to remove most of the effect of over diffusion on accuracy but
not its effect on oscillations. In taking this approach in applying the FE-FCT algorithm to cavitation problems we
have found that the existing flux limiter eq. (32) tends to over damp the solution even after the anti-diffusion stage.
The explanation for this is that the limiter in eq. (32), which is termed a strong flux limiter [1], tends to over correct
the anti-diffusive fluxes in some areas. One key area is in regions of sharp peaks such as the hypothetical solution
shown in Fig. 1. In these regions strong flux limitation tends to remove the peak and replace it with a terraced
region, as illustrated in Fig. 1. This phenomenon is called clipping [24,26]. To overcome clipping and the over
, we have adapted a double one-sided flux limiter [24], given by
diffusive nature of strong flux limiting for
eq. (35), to Xiao’s FE-FCT algorithm.
un-clipped
soluiton
clipped
soluiton

j-2

j-1

j

j+1

j+2

j node location

Figure 1. Illustration of a hypothetical solution that has been "clipped" after application of strong flux limitation
(eq.(6))
·

0,

·Δ ,

,

(35)

where,
Δ

,

,

,

,

,…
,…

·
·

,
,

0
.
0

Compared to strong flux limitation double sided flux limitation (eq. (35)) allows more oscillations, however eq.
(35) allows calculation of the solution regions of greatest variance to 0 (e.g. shock waves and cavitation regions)
with high accuracy [24]. This is a key feature for cavitation problems because we have decided to treat cavitation
oscillations by over diffusing the solution. Therefore, we require the anti-diffusion stage to be as accurate as
possible in regions away from cavitation oscillations where we have large amplitude peaks such as shock fronts and
cavitation boundaries to mitigate the effect of over diffusion.
Example Problem
To evaluate the effectiveness of the FE-FCT algorithm when applied to a far-field UNDEX problem we use a
two degree of freedom mass-spring oscillator problem shown in Fig. 2. The problem consists of a structure
consisting of masses m1 and m2, with displacements d1(t) and d2(t), sitting on top a column of fluid with depth L.
The masses are connected by a spring with spring constant k and are initially at rest. At time t=0 the wave front of
the incident shock wave, modeled as a plane step exponential wave, is located at xSO.
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Figure 2. Schematic of the mass-spring oscillator UNDEX problem
This problem was originally solved by Sprague and Geers in [37] using the CAFE approach and latter using
the CASE approach [17]. Solutions using the approach of Nimmagadda and Cipolla are given in the ABAQUS
manual [38] and most recently the problem has been solved in [39] using a ghost fluid method with an Eulerian
fluid.
5 case in one-dimension using the CASE model in [17] and by
We solve this problem for the
applying our own FE-FCT method in one-dimension. Note the masses are modeled as lumped mass elements and
the infinite boundary treated with the Somerfeld NRBC eq. (23).
For this evaluation we wish to examine the effectiveness of the FE-FCT algorithm to both accurately capture
cavitation phenomena and reduce cavitation oscillations. Therefore we use the scattered field formulation (SFM) of
Sprague and Geers [17]. This allows comparison of CAFE, CASE, and FE-FCT in terms of capturing cavitation
phenomena only, avoiding errors associated with propagating the incident shock wave through the fluid model.
Using SFM for our formulation requires the total pressure and pseudo pressure to be written as
,
,

,

,

(38)

,

(37)

where , , , , and , , are the scattered pressure, scattered pseudo pressure, incident pressure, and incident
pseudo pressure respectively. The indecent pressure (i.e. the shock wave) in this problem is given as
/

,

/ ,

(38)

is the peak pressure of the shock wave and is the decay constant. For
where
is the heaviside function,
acoustic UNDEX models this pressure is taken as the pressure given by the peak approximation [40,41] at the fluid
structure interface. The decay constant, , for the shock wave is found by a similar empirical equation [41]. Also
note that for SFM the fluid forcing term given by the boundary condition in eq. (22) becomes (in one-dimension)
,

,

(39)

where , is now the scattered acceleration of mass m1. The fluid and structure are coupled together using a
staggered solution procedure similar to the one used in [10] for the CAFE method. The mass-spring system is
integrated in time with the central difference method.
For the Sprague and Geers problem in [17] the fluid has depth
3.0 and we take
1025 / ,
101.3
. The structure has a draft,
5270 , and
1450 / , and
5.08 , a total mass,
. The peak pressure is
16.12
, the decay constant is
0.423
0 .
10
, and
The incident shock wave used is the equivalent to the shock wave generated by a 45.5 kg HBX-1 charge detonated
10.1 m below the fluid-structure interface [17]. For all methods studied the simulation is run to a termination time
of 150 ms and the time step is set at half the CFL limit.
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Results
We begin by comparing the CAFE method (CASE with 1st order basis functions) and the CASE method
with 8th order basis functions to Xiao’s FE-FCT algorithm using a uniform mesh consisting of 81 total degrees of
freedom (DOF). Comparisons to a benchmark CAFE obtained with a highly refined mesh in [17] showed that for
81 DOF the 8th order CASE method gives an adequate solution, thus we use it here as our basis of comparison. The
benchmark solution taken from [17] is shown in Fig. 3 along with several other CASE solutions. Note that the
solutions in Fig. 3 were obtained using the total field method, rather than the scattered field method. For both CAFE
and CASE solutions the damping parameter, β [10], was set to 0.5. For Xiao’s FE-FCT algorithm we set the
0.125, and used the standard strong flux limiter (eq.(32)). For
diffusion and anti-diffusion coefficients,
0.125
our modified double one-sided flux limiter (eq.(35)) we used diffusion and anti-diffusion coefficients,
0.09. All results were obtained using an in house FORTRAN 95 code.
and
are shown in Fig.4a. For each method
responds to the incident
Results for the vertical velocity of
wave with a sharp rise in velocity to a peak or “kick-off” velocity of ~6.5 m/s. After this velocity is reached, the
velocity begins to decay and take on a negative value as the cavitation region in the fluid grows. At 0.05 s the
pressure wave generated by the closure of the cavitation region causes a second sharp rise in velocity. The
reflection of the closure pulse back into the fluid causes a secondary cavitation region to form. After a rise to a
second peak velocity the mass once again begins to fall into the fluid due to the presence of a second cavitation
region. The second cavitation region is not as large as the first, occurring mainly in the fluid directly beneath the
fluid [17]. Sprague and Geers [15, 37] refer to this phenomena as fluid accretion.
is most suceptable to spurious pressure oscillations between 0.02s and 0.05 s. A
Figure 4a shows that
velocity response during this time frame is given in Fig. 4b. Comparing the various methods
close up view of the
in Fig. 4b we see that while the CAFE solution does not exhibit any meaningful spurious oscillations it does not
come close to matching the 8th order CASE solution. Based on the benchmark case shown in Fig.3, Xiao’s FE-FCT
method seems even more accurate than the 8th order CASE solution but suffers from very large spurious oscillations.

Figure 3. Benchmark solution and other 81 DOF CASE solutions for the mass-spring oscillator problem taken from
[17]
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Figure 4. 81 DOF FE-FCT solutions for

(b)
compared to 81 DOF CAFE and 8th order CASE solutions on two
different time scales

In these oscillations we see the effects of the problems associated with applying the Xiao’s FE-FCT scheme to the
far-field UNDEX problem. The most significant of which is that the flux limiter cannot remove spurious
oscillations unless the solution can be adequately smoothed during the diffusion stage. The result using Xiao’s FEFCT method also shows the rationale behind using the double one-sided flux limiter and over diffusing the solution.
Figure 4b shows that the modified FE-FCT scheme is nearly identical to the 8th order CASE solution between 0.02 s
and 0.05 s. Furthermore, the modified FE-FCT scheme does not suffer from the severe oscillations that the original
method does. In fact we see a reduction in spurious oscillations when compared to the CASE solution.
Comparing results in Fig. 4a during the time period that the second cavitation region occurs (0.05 s – 0.13
s) both FE-FCT methods exhibit different results than the CAFE and CASE results. Both FE-FCT results show a
much lower negative velocity and a shaper increase in velocity at the closure time of the second cavitation region.
The reason for this difference in response occurs because the FE-FCT methods do not apply any damping or
diffusion to the fluid-structure interface nodes. This hypothesis is supported by results in [39] which show a sharp
rise in velocity at the closure time of the second cavitation region similar to that seen in the FE-FCT results. The
results in [39] were obtained using the ghost fluid method instead of artificial damping. Because the second
cavitation region is primarily fluid accretion, thus occurring at the fluid-structure interface or at the nodes
immediately below the fluid-structure interface, any damping applied to the fluid-structure interface has an
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exaggerated effect on the structural response. This exaggerated effect is seen for the CAFE and CASE results in
Fig. 4a as the much more gradual velocity increase after the second cavitation region closes.
Based on the results of the 81 DOF test case, the modified FE-FCT method appears to offer the accuracy
level of an 8th order CASE solution without the increase in spurious oscillations. The decrease in spurious
oscillations is an advantage of the modified FE-FCT method, but the real advantage of the modified FE-FCT method
lies in the reduction in computational expense. As we discussed previously, spectral elements produce larger
maximum mesh eigenvalues and require smaller CFL when compared to linear finite elements. CASE offers a
computational savings over CAFE only because the DOF required for an adequate CASE solution is less than that
for a CAFE solution. Thus, by obtaining a CASE level of accuracy using linear finite elements with FE-FCT the
computational savings increased even more. Figure 5 shows a comparison of CPU time required for a given number
of fluids DOF. Figure 6 shows the of number of operations, taken as total DOF multiplied by the total number of
time steps, required for a given number of fluid DOF. Comparing FE-FCT to the 8th order CASE in Figs. 5 and 6
shows that FE-FCT drastically reduces the computational expense for the 81 DOF test case. Note that in both Figs.
5 and 6 the CAFE method requires more operations and CPU time than FE-FCT because its CFL limit is slightly
lower than for FE-FCT. This is due to its dependence on the amount of artificial damping used in the CAFE
method.
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Conclusions
The capture of cavitation phenomena in numerical models of far-field UNDEX can be improved by
applying the CASE methodology at the cost of increasing spurious oscillations in the problem domain. The FE-FCT
method developed by Xiao used with a double one-sided flux limiter is effective in reducing the spurious
oscillations associated with the CASE method and maintaining the improved cavitation capture. Furthermore,
capture of small cavitation regions occurring in close proximity to the fluid-structure boundary may be improved by
using FE-FCT because no artificial damping is applied on the fluid-structure boundary. Because the FE-FCT
algorithm uses traditional linear finite elements rather than spectral elements to discretize the domain the FE-FCT
algorithm results in a computational savings over CASE.
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